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by Mel Reiter

tart with broken promises, lies, misuse of homeowners’
property taxes, inability to work with cooperating
developers, selling off land earmarked for schools,
incompetency by the city, county and LAUSD, and
apathetic elected local, state and education politicians.
Mix all the above “ingredients.”
Let Sit for about five decades.
What you get is one “overflowing” and “overstuffed”
elementary school, more than twice its intended capacity,
Castlebay, “serving” a community of more than 20,000.
Promised a second facility ever since Porter Ranch’s rapid
growth in the 1980’s, LAUSD has finally announced a new
school would be constructed here by about 2012, following
the normal project-development process.
First is the project definition, followed by (2) site
selection, (3) environment design, (4) property acquisition and
relocation, and finally (5) construction. The year 2012 may be
a very optimistic target!
Until that time, more and more students will be shipped
to Beckford, Germaine and Darby elementaries, Lawrence
Middle School and Frost Middle School. All this as Porter
Ranch continues its rapid growth.
The new school of 1,347 seats, with 300 for middle school,
was approved after the recent passage of Proposition Y.
Realizing the new facility would be “one step forward
and two back,” we inquired if the project could be increased

by 50-100% to just keep up with the community’s school
needs.
While admitting proper planning for Porter Ranch’s
growth has “dragged” for many years, Ed Van Ginkel,
Senior Development Manager at LAUSD, told the Valley
Voice “It’s very unlikely the school size would change
without additional funds.”
“Many other parts of the city are in need for
improvements and new schools, but there’s only so much
budgeted,” he added.
And asked about the chances a “third” school could
be approved before completing the second? “Not likely,”
he replied.
Has the educational decline in Los Angeles passed the
point of no return? How can we reduce class size with such
a shortage of schools?
We asked Tamar Galatzan, candidate in the upcoming
elections for the School Board’s District 3 race, what went
wrong in Porter Ranch’s past school planning?
To avoid future missteps in similar cases, she said
“The Board must be focused, it must know what is needed
now, and in five, ten and 20 years. Buying land is part of
long-range planning.”
Incumbent Jon Lauritzen did not respond to Valley
Voice questions.
Time for a new “ingredient”?

Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford: “What we learn from Nehemiah”
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EDITORIALS
What Happened To Usury Laws?

News Item: Students receiving over 30% of
credit card offers.

“My husband is dead… and the creditor is come to take unto him
my two children to be bondmen.” Kings 4:1

C

redit card interest rates at 32.24%. A cash advance for a flat fee, plus 23.24%
interest? It’s an epidemic, with little the public can do, and nothing our states or
Congress have any desire to change.
After all, it’s stated in all agreements, that national banks “have a right to change
rates, fees and terms, at anytime, for any reason.” Worse, banks are protected by
“Universal Default,” meaning they can, and certainly will boost your rates and fees based
on your personal credit limits, pay history, and use of credit with other institutions.
That $ 10 payment you may have overlooked on one account could cost you
thousands of dollars in higher interest rate costs, in one or more larger accounts!
According to a 2005 study made by a Consumer Action group:
45% of all credit card interest rates were increased because of “low” credit scores.
86% because of a late payment.
43% for having too much debt – even if never being behind in payments!
How has this run amok? Congress, about 25 years ago, opted “not to regulate interest
rates on “private” transactions. Also, less than half the states do not have “Usury Laws,”
and do not cap rates on credit cards, as long as an agreement is signed by borrowers.
Those states are allowed to mail into others, such as California. Have you noticed
most of your payments go to South Dakota, Delaware, Utah, Virginia, Florida, etc?
For years financial institutions cried to Congress about changing bankruptcy laws,
wanting to cut their losses. Congress obliged last year by passing new legislation, saving
issuers billions. Bankruptcy now does not discharge all your debt obligations, including
the “plastic.”
Master Card, Inc., the world’s 2nd largest credit card issuer obviously saw what was
“coming.” It went public less than one year ago selling stock at $39 per share. It reached
$100 seven months later. Remember, MasterCard is the “little guy” to its much larger

"I hear a majority of credit card offers are mailed to
students.” “We’re students.”
(2x) private rival, VISA.
Yes, yes. VISA and Discover, both plan on going public in 2007! For the banks,
credit cards have become the #1 “profit center.”
You know the rest – thanks to a powerful lobby and with the help of the U.S.
Government – interest rates and fees have increased dramatically, while losses have
been cut, thanks to new laws and better controls.
One final note: The average interest rate paid on your savings accounts is about ½
of 1%. Only in America!

Reiter Wrong?
by Mel Reiter, Valley Voice
► Deal us in: So anxious seeking peace, an Israeli businessman
has offered to pay the Palestinians $ 1 billion if they succeed in an
agreement. What if the ministers of both nations just sit down and
talk? He’ll pay $100 million!

F

► Switch those car seats! Consumers Reports says almost all infant
car seats fail even at 35 mph. Seats move, get twisted, and one hurled
a test baby 30 feet.
Of the 12 seats tested, two passed, and one, the Evenflo
Discovery, was sent off as a possible recall.
Since infant seats aren’t routinely tested by government
agencies, as are new cars, parents may want to note the two seats
that passed: The Baby Trend Flex-Loc, and the Graco Snug Ride
(with expanded foam). Both sell for under $100. In later news, the
government has pressured Consumer Reports to pull their findings.
Stay tuned!

Are We All Clear
About City Council’s
Wage Law at LAX?

ind someone that edited one of the largest United Auto Workers – AFL-CIO
newspapers for almost a decade, and you would think “he never met a wage hike
he didn’t like.” Not true! I was that editor.
Late last year, the City Council extended the “living wage” law to 12 hotels
near LAX. As proposed, hotel employees would earn $10.64 an hour without health
insurance, or $9.39, with medical.
Opponents, mostly hotels and other business groups, have financed a successful
campaign by gathering over 100,000 signatures, to get a citywide referendum to the
voters. The Council will soon decide to rescind their action, or have it voted on this
spring, probably in the May 15 election.
We have also spent over 20 years in the Wall Street corporate world, and weighing
the pros and cons of the issue, think the Council has made a mistake, a serious intrusion
into the labor-management concept of “collective bargaining.”
Business is correct in worrying that the “floodgates” can be opened, with the City
Council arbitrarily setting wages throughout the city and the San Fernando Valley.
However, we do agree with one of the referendum’s supporters, Council member
Janice Hahn, who has witnessed many similar signature gatherings that “fool the
voters.”
We interviewed many signature collectors here in Porter Ranch and Northridge,
who didn’t know, or wouldn’t reveal, what the referendum stood for. Many registered
voters heard “Equal Pay,” and signed, thinking they were approving a wage increase!
If this makes it to a citywide vote, I beg those opposing the living wage extension,
and especially the lawyers, not to “fool the voters,” and make the wording truthful,
clear, and honest. Not a “no” to vote “yes,” “yes” to vote “no,” or a name as confusing
as used in the signature gathering!
You know what Lincoln said about “fooling the voters.” Are you lawyers
listening?
Finally, remember the last city vote on Proposition R? A majority approved it,
thinking we were finally placing controls on local lobbyists.
What happened? The City Council extended “term limits” to another four years.
Lobbyists? Nothing has, or will change!
January, 2007
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► Border Fence – Remember the cartoons in our first issue in
November depicting the controversial fence on the U.S. – Mexico
border? Surprise! According to a government study, the project will
cost more than $60 billion, about 10 times the original estimates.
Nothing like “old-fashioned” legal immigration. It took my
grandfather 10 years before he could legally, and financially, bring
his wife and three children from Poland, to our country, in the
1920’s.
► Sunday Banking – By the time you read this, Wescom Credit
Union will be open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays, including its
Northridge location at 19500 Plummer Street, at Shirley.
► Hate Crime – A 7-foot high electric menorah, celebrating
Chanukah, was damaged, not once, but three times, in Stevenson
Ranch, between Dec. 22 and Dec. 29.
The candelabrum is owned by the Stevenson Ranch Community
Association. A spokesman for Supervisor Michael Antonovich
called it “a hate crime.” (Sheriff’s didn’t!)
► Still smell of “Pork” – The L.A. Times recently reported that
new Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.), pushed for a
bridge across the Colorado River.
So? Could that bridge increase the value of real estate he owns
nearby? Could former Speaker Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.) possibly
benefit on property he owns, near a major road construction site
that he earmarked?
Both deny any wrongdoing!

✍
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Part III

When Evidence Disappears,
the Editor at MSU

F

ootball was “king” at Michigan
State University in the 1950’s,
with the Spartans appearing
in two Rose Bowls, having the Big
10’s best won-loss record, and sending the highest
number of athletes to the NFL.
Basketball? This was a totally different story,
until the 1956-57 season. It began almost as any
other year, compiling a 4-3 record in pre-conference
against “underwhelming” foes. Not much changed
as they opened their Big 10 season, losing their first
three contests, placing them 4-6 overall.
With little fanfare, the green and white
hoopsters went “green” in a big way, putting the
unproven Johnny Green into the starting line-up.
He was the only African-American on the team,
and little known, having never played high school
basketball. The new “undersize” center led the team
to 10 consecutive league victories, and by season’s
end they had moved from ninth place to a first place
tie in the final standings.
What started out mediocre was now reaching a
feverish level, as the “Cinderella” team prepared to
travel to meet Kentucky, the nation’s third-highest
rated squad, in the quarter-finals of the NCAA
Midwest Region Basketball Tournament.
Now in my sixth month as editor of the
student daily, “normalcy” appeared to be returning,
following two crises, previously reported (my
fraternity busted at an off-campus drinking party;
and my making an affirmative stand in the Civil
Rights Movement).
Then, the unthinkable! MSU upset the
University of Kentucky, and what originally began
as an orderly post-game celebration on the strip
separating the campus from East Lansing, burst
into an all-out student riot. As word spread of the
victory and post-game “panty-raid,” many of the
17,500 students moved from their rooms to the
streets.
Finally, the combination of vandalism, drinking
and rioting brought out in force police from campus,
East Lansing, and Ingham County.
Thinking as an editor, I realized the paper was
getting closer to deadline, and at the same time,
watched as events were becoming grave. The entire
student body seemed to be cramped into just three
or four blocks on the community boundary-line.

W

by Mel Reiter, Valley Voice
Most of our photographers were already mingling
with staff writers, and we spread the word to meet at
the office, just steps away. While the editors and staff
circled two or three typewriters, the darkroom was
exploding with “paparazzi.”
Hours later, in exhaustion, we were proud of
our work sent to the printers, but not of what we
witnessed. We were infinitively cautious not to show
identifiable photos of students – a long-observed rule
by campus journalists.
I learned quickly of another “unwritten rule.”
The editor-in-chief takes possession of all the prints

MSU upset the University of
Kentucky, and what originally
began as an orderly postgame celebration on the strip
separating the campus from
East Lansing, burst into an allout student riot.
and negatives that could easily incriminate fellow
students. And so into the night I disappeared – with
hundreds of pieces of evidence. Where am I? And
how did I get here?
Deciding to cut classes the next day, I discovered
the State News office in total disarray, looking like the
scenes from a Hollywood movie. The campus police
had paid a late-night visit, and within hours every
area police department, Dean of Students, Dean of
Housing, all wanted our photographs.
The Dean of Students, Tom King, didn’t mince
his words with me. If he didn’t get the photos, I
should think of calling my parents, advising them
“I’d be home shortly!” I told him I was talking with
constitutional experts, which gave me some time,
fortunately.
My Sports Editor, Larry Gustin, was reached at
his dorm. This “gutsy” little guy told the dean what
he could do with his threats. He got suspended on the
spot!
Here we go again! “Freedom of Press Threatened
at MSU,” and other similar headlines were circulated
throughout Michigan, the Big 10 Schools, and many

e’ve waited almost two months to comment on President Carter’s
recent and most controversial book, “Palestine – Peace Not
Apartheid.”
Even the New York Times
weighed in this month, joining
hundreds of reviewers, few
understanding his use of the word
“apartheid,” plus scores of untruths
and distortions, unheard of a former
president.
What’s so shocking is
Carter’s praise for Yassir Arafat
who refused to denounce terrorism,
murdered hundreds of Americans,
refused to make peace when 95%
of the land in dispute was offered
to him at Camp David, and was
believed to have made off with
hundreds of millions of dollars of
Palestinian funds.
Carter disputes the facts of
Camp David, despite the information
provided by former Pres. Clinton, U.S. negotiator Dennis Ross, and Israel
Prime Minister Barak. What is his problem with Israel and Jews, everyone
wonders?
Carter writes of Muslim Arabs living in the disputed lands since
Roman times, but he ignores the facts and the Bible of Jews living in Hebron,
Tzfat, Jerusalem and other cities for even longer.
January, 2007

other areas. My strategy was not to allow any
staffers, including myself, to give interviews. I
always believed my “rescuer,” MSU President John
Hannah “would be riding in from the sunset” to
save us, as he did on the two previous situations.
I “didn’t call home,” but had first contacted
the State Editor of the highly regarded Detroit
Free Press, Michigan’s largest daily. He had
recruited me six months earlier to be an MSU
news “stringer,” a paid position granted to many
editors before me. He was aware of the events, and
felt confident it would “blow over.”
I felt just as confident after meeting with my
deans of Journalism, and Communications Arts,
counting on them as “allies”. Both had also been
my course instructors, had distinguished news
careers, and tenured at the university.
By this time, I may have committed a
serious miscalculation, by printing a front-page
“unflattering” editorial, and cartoon, on the events
between the Dean of Students and myself. The
student body and the faculty showed all-out support,
but had I hit a nerve with the administration?
Do you want to take a call from Dean King?
one of the editorial co-eds asked. “Hey, Reiter,”
he blurted, “I have something to say about the
cartoon. (It depicted him chopping a Freedom of
the Press statue). It’s not a very good likeness of
me.” (I thought it was)
“Your boy (Gustin) is fine. I’ll see you at the
next meeting” (monthly University Publication
Board).
It was over, and for the third time, I was
extricated from imminent disaster. It was obvious
that the university had no “fight” left for this
controversy and publicity.
To no surprise, President Hannah seated
himself between the Dean and me at the next
Spartan Roundtable, a dinner of student and
faculty leaders. Within three months, Dean King
announced his retirement from MSU.
And what happened to all those photographs
and negatives? Ask Jimmy Hoffa! Remember,
MSU is only 100 miles from Detroit.
(To the relief of our readers, mercifully, the last of
three parts).

✍

Most shocking is that Carter does not mention the goal of Hamas and
many other Palestinians: not to recognize Israel, and drive it into the sea! And he
takes their side on almost every issue.
What does the New York Times say of Carter’s book?
“This is a strange little book about the
Arab-Israeli conflict from a major public figure.
It is premised on the notion that Americans
too often get only one side of the story, one
uncritically sympathetic to Israel, so someone
with authority and knowledge needs to offer a
fuller picture. Fine idea.”
“The problem is that in this book Jimmy
Carter does not do so. Instead, he simply offers a
narrative that is largely unsympathetic to Israel.
Israel bad faith fills the pages. Hollow statements
by Israel’s enemies are presented without
comment. Broader regional developments go
largely unexamined.”
“In other words, whether or not Carter
is right that most Americans have distorted
view of the conflict, his contribution is to offer a
distortion of his own.”
Finally, speaking at a L.A. synagogue this month, a former executive director
of the Carter Center, Kenneth W. Stein, told an audience his reasons for his
resignation. These included his charges of numerous errors, “gross inventions,
intentional falsehood and irresponsible remarks,” in the Carter book.
Almost unprecedented, 14 members of an advisory board to the Carter
Center resigned this month in “protest” to the book.

Valley Voice
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Shepherd of the Hills Church

Staying the Course
by Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford

I

t is a new year and just about everyone has a new
year’s resolution. What is yours? The typical
resolutions involve losing weight, finding a new
job, or generally improving your quality of life. Our
resolve to commit to these resolutions, however,
usually begins to dissolve within a few months.
For some, the stress of holiday debts, income taxes,
going back to school and other worries during the
first quarter of the year slow us down before we can
really pick up steam. So how do we move past the
demands of the world and succeed in maintaining
the priorities in our lives? Taking a lesson learned
from a Jewish man named Nehemiah who did just
that provides hope for change in the New Year.
ehemiah traveled one thousand miles to
Jerusalem to rebuild the gates that once stood
proudly in the city, but had lain in ruins for 150
years. Despite opposition, Nehemiah maintained his
resolve to see his task to completion with purpose,
perseverance, and power.
These same three
principles will benefit you with any challenge you
face in the year 2007.
ehemiah’s purpose was to obey God’s call to
rebuild the gates of his forefathers. This was no
small task for a man who already had a professional
commitment to a high profile employer—a king.
Similarly, for some of us, we may want to rebuild ties
to relationships that have fallen apart along the way,
pursue grandiose dreams we abandoned in previous
years, or dissociate ourselves from unhealthy habits,
but current commitments seem to conflict with or
hinder our progress.
dentifying your purpose can be the driving
force that motivates you to bring your plans to

N
N
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completion. Nehemiah’s purpose to follow God’s
calling in his life enabled him to begin the preliminary
steps for his task, despite how daunting it initially
seemed. Likewise, focusing on the ultimate benefit
of the task you set before you will be the motivation
to encourage you to see your plan through. The
restoration of a relationship, the completion of a
lifelong dream, or the freedom from unhealthy habits
can be the determination to keep you on track for
change.

“Identifying your purpose
can be the driving force that
motivates you to bring your
plans to completion.”

S

econdly, Nehemiah had the courage to persevere
despite severe opposition. As he and the teams
he gathered began rebuilding the gates, an instigator
named Sanballat and his cronies continually sent
messages to Nehemiah. They tried to intimidate and
discourage Nehemiah from completing his already
overwhelming task. However, remembering the
purpose of his task, Nehemiah replied that he could
not stop what he was doing. It was not that he would
not stop, out of principle or self-will, but that the
ultimate purpose of his task (obeying God to restore
Jerusalem) literally prevented him from giving up. In
the same way, we would be hard pressed to give up in
the face of even the most dire opposition if we knew a
valued relationship, childhood aspiration, or healthy
life hung in the balance.

L

ast but not least, the power Nehemiah found in
his relationship with God sustained him the 52
days it took to finish restoring the wall and gates
of Jerusalem. More than half of the entire book of
Nehemiah in the Bible includes his prayers to God
throughout this process of restoration, from asking
the king for a leave of absence to begin the task, to
seeking God’s leading for the Israelites when the wall
was completed. Unlike Nehemiah, some of us may
find strength in the support of family and friends—or
the praise, counsel, or encouragement of men—to
help see us through our 52-week plan.
nfortunately, these same loved ones and peers
are also susceptible to the very challenges to our
resolution that we try to avoid ourselves. There will
be times when people are not available, loved ones let
you down, or opinions may change. However, God is
ever-present, ever hearing, and never changing; He
desires for us to have a personal relationship with
Him through His Son Jesus, prayer, and reading the
Bible, and empower us in our daily lives.
hat a wonderful example we have in
Nehemiah—an ordinary man in a small book
in the Old Testament, yet had such a high calling on
his life and accomplished extraordinary things—in
a season when we are struggling to affect lasting
change in our lives, to allow 2007 to truly be different.
May you find the purpose, perseverance, and power
to overcome your challenges that God may bring to
fruition all he has in store for you this year!

U
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Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford is the Senior Pastor of
Shepherd of the Hills Church in Porter Ranch, CA.

Startling Research Unearthed After 80 Years
Validates Latest Health Craze

T

he U.S. spends more money on health care than the
other 50 largest countries in the world combined, yet
we are ranked 37th in health. Despite this alarming state
of affairs, there is an enormous healing revolution occurring.
The current breakthroughs of extraordinary health recovery
are heavily supported by research done nearly 80 years ago.
You are now the beneficiary of what has, until now, been the
world’s best-kept health secret.

I saw this on a marquee several years ago, and it really made
sense. The dental profession has done such a great job teaching
us that, if we don’t maintain proper dental hygiene, it can lead to
gingivitis, cavities and worse. That’s why most people you know
brush and floss their teeth every day and have regularly scheduled
visits with their dentist. But, while poor dental hygiene might
leave you with a set of false teeth,
it won’t kill you.

“One Hundred Percent of the Diseased Organs can be
Traced Back to a Misaligned and Deteriorated Area of the
Spine”

On the other hand, your spine and
nervous system are a completely
different story. You can’t replace
either one of them.

In performing more than 200 autopsies, pathologist Dr. Henry
Winsor discovered that the organs determined to have failed
(and were, therefore, named as the cause of death) actually had
something in common. In each and every case, the nerve that
supplied the diseased organ was traced back to a misaligned
and deteriorated area of the spine. In other words, he showed
that the health of the nerve supply to organs determines the
health of the organs themselves! The nerve system is the
master system of the body – it controls and regulates
every function in your body. Spinal mis- alignment can
cause an interference within the nerve system (a condition
known as subluxation). If left undetected, subluxation can
lead to dysfunction.
Let me introduce myself. My name is Dr. Joseph Chun, and
my purpose in practice is to educate and adjust the families
of Chatsworth and the surround- ing areas back to optimal
health and wellness using a completely unique and natural
approach.
When the body begins to experience abnormal functions like
asthma, allergies, chronic pain, fatigue or lowered immunity,
we must first be suspicious of some kind of nerve system
interruption. The problem is this: You weren’t taught to think
that way.
If Your Spine was on Your Face, You’d Take Better Care
of It!...

January, 2007

If your spine and nervous system
stop working, so do you!
Therefore, if your spine was on
your face (in other words, part
of your daily consciousness),
you would take better care of it. Until recently, body and organ
problems haven’t been thought to be “spine” problems. Today,
millions of people around the world, including many right here
in Chatsworth, are making a better choice for their health and are
experiencing phenomenal results.

within the body. The power that made your body heals
your body – it doesn’t happen any other way.
If you or a loved one is suffering needlessly, you have another
choice. You can make the decision that millions of people
around the world and many here in Chatsworth are making
every month. It all begins with a thorough history and
consultation, including a complete spinal exam, vital nerve
testing and specific weight-bearing x-rays.

Normally, this evaluation would cost $250.
However, through this special offer, you can receive
this complete evaluation for just $39.
Because of the response expected from this incredible
opportunity, we can only guarantee availability for the first
20 people who call and schedule an appointment. Don’t
wait to call us before spreading the word to another family
member or friend who may be ready to take advantage of
such a generous offer.

Get the Big Idea and All Else Follows
If your body is not well and you dump medication into it, your
body is now both sick and poisoned. Reaching for the Medicine
cabinet is just a bad habit. Fortunately, it is also becoming
obsolete behavior for a growing number of families. The big idea
is simple, which is why it’s so big! Your brain runs your whole
body and communicates its “wellness messages” through the
nerve system. If stress interrupts or “traps” nerve supply, your
body will experience some kind of shutdown. We have found
that, a vast majority of the time, the nerve system is interrupted
as a result of spinal column misalignment. Through a series of
safe, gentle and painless adjustments, the full power of the nerve
system is restored, generating extra- ordinary healing capabilities

Valley Voice

Call (818) 280-2486 today!
We are located at 21039 Devonshire St. across
from the Burrito Factory between Bank of
America and IHOP in Chatsworth, CA.

We look forward to helping
you back to health!
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Schwarzenegger: “Everyone Must
Have Health Insurance”

G

ov. Arnold Schwarzenegger unveiled a
sweeping $12 billion health care plan this
month that would require all Californians to
have health insurance.
Among the highlights: The governor would
require employers to provide insurance or pay
into a state fund that would help people buy their
own insurance; he would require insurers to cover
everyone, regardless of medical condition; he would
require 85 percent of insurance premiums be spent
on patient care; he would substantially increase the
MediCal reimbursement for doctors.
With 6.5 million Californians uninsured for all
or part of the year – more than any other state in the
nation – Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger shared his
comprehensive plans to reform California’s broken
health care system by addressing the hidden costs
that result in billions of dollars in higher premiums
and taxes.
“More than 60 emergency rooms have closed
over the past decade because they didn’t want to keep
treating people without insurance. Unpaid medical
bills mean billions of dollars in hidden taxes for the
rest of us because those services all have to be paid
for. So we pay higher deductibles, costs for treatment,
premiums and co-pays,” said Gov. Schwarzenegger.
“Companies stop offering coverage, which leads to
more people without insurance and the whole cycle
keeps repeating.”

He acknowledged how controversial his proposal
to cover illegal immigrants is, but said it was better
than the alternative – paying for their expensive stays
in emergency rooms.
“Let me be clear about something,” he said.
“There is no debate about whether to provide medical
care for people who are in California illegally. I know
this is controversial, but federal law requires us to
treat anyone who shows up at an emergency room
in need of care. So, the decision for my team was do
we treat them in emergency rooms at the highest cost
available or do we do it right and do it efficiently?”
He said mandatory insurance would benefit
insurers by adding as many as five million new
customers.
Schwarzenegger also proposes to increase MediCal payments to hospitals and doctors, boosting the
reimbursements rates by $4 billion. The state has
been able to compensate doctors and hospitals by
less than half the cost of care.
In return, hospitals and doctors would pay a
“coverage dividend” into the state fund that sells
insurance to people who don’t have it.
“But hospitals and doctors will benefit,”
Schwarzenegger said, “because their patients will
now have insurance.”
Just hours after the speech, among those
opposing the plan were many legislators, hospitals,
doctors, and insurance companies.

Smith Proposes New Fire Dept. Training

C

ouncilman Greig Smith has introduced
a motion calling on the City to provide
specialized leadership training for the Los
Angeles Fire Department’s command structure to
deal with issues of harassment, discrimination and
inappropriate behavior.
“Racial and sexual discrimination, pranks
and hazing have no place in our Fire Department,”
Councilman Smith said. “We need the best possible
leadership in order to change the fire house culture
that has led to this kind of behavior.”

Councilman Smith’s motion points out that the
Fire Department could benefit greatly from the kind
of training that the Los Angeles Police Department
provides various segments of its command structure.
The Police Department offers leadership
training at U.S. Military Academy at West Point
and FBI Leadership Institute in order to ensure the
highest possible quality of leadership. It has proven
to be invaluable for increasing the professionalism
of management and enhancing its ability to reduce
improper activities among the rank and file.

Anti-Gang Strategies

M

ayor Antonio Villaraigosa traveled to
Washington, D.C. this month to meet
with the United States Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales to discuss how the City and the
Justice Department can work more closely together
to combat gang violence.
“I want to forge a strong partnership with the
Attorney General,” Mayor Villaraigosa said.

(See Cartoon - Pge 6)
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“While crime is down overall in Los Angeles,
gang-related violence continues to plague our
communities,” Mayor Villaraigosa said. “We need to
confront violent street gangs with a direct, aggressive
and comprehensive strategy. Gangs are responsible
for a staggering percentage of violent crimes, and our
progress in lowering the crime rate in Los Angeles
will come to a dead stop if we do not attack the gang
problem head on.”

News We Can Use?

Do you have an interesting story? Know of one?

Please e-mail us at yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com, or phone (310) 429 0484.
Or you can write to 19360 Rinaldi Street, #502, Porter Ranch, CA 91326.

It may be “bigger” than you believe!
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Local Legend Begins 40th Year
at Northridge Little League
Photo by Rachel Reiter

by Josh Rubin, Valley Voice Reporter

F

George Hall “working” at Jan. 20 tryouts
- his 40th Season

or most people, retirement marks the end of
hard work and responsibility, and the beginning
of empty days full of leisure and relaxation. For
George Hall, however, retirement was just another step
in his eventful life, and in no way signaled the end
of work and responsibility. Although he has not been
paid in 24 years, Hall can still be found at Northridge
Little League, maintaining its seven fields, balancing
its budget, and watching young people engage in his
favorite past-time—baseball.
A native of St. Paul, Minnesota, Hall moved to
California in 1941 after being offered a job at Lockheed
Corporation, a company which develops and tests

airplanes. George did not work there long, however,
since only several months later the United States
entered World War II, and George went off to fight.
“I don’t want to talk much about the war,” said Hall.
“But I was in the Marine Corps, and I learned to fly
planes.”
After the war, George took a job in Peru, making
aerial surveys, mapping, and looking for oil in the
middle of the Amazon Jungle. “It was very dangerous,
because we did not have very many navigational
tools. We had to fly right in between the Andes, at a
low elevation.” With this experience, George not only
obtained a sense of adventure, but also became an
even better pilot.
With this new skill, George got another job at
Lockheed, this time as a test pilot for new airplanes
being developed. For the next 33 years, George Hall
dedicated his life to flying planes, first out of Burbank
airport for 21 years, then out of Palmdale airport for
another 12. George looks back fondly at those years,
and has albums full of old pictures of himself and
others standing in front of classic planes. “It’s the
greatest job in the world, test-flying airplanes,” said

by Eric Radomski, 2007 Valley Voice
(See “Smith” - Page 5)

George, “But at [age] 63, you’re kind of worn out. I didn’t
mind retiring.”
While George may claim to have retired, his work-load
has done anything but decline in his later years. Not only
does Hall serve on the Board of Directors at Northridge Little
League, maintain its fields, and serve as treasurer, he also
volunteers as a traveler’s aid at LAX once a week, helping
men and women who need assistance. “I remember once, a
man came to us, and he had been robbed, and all he had was
his plane ticket,” said George. “And we were able to help him.
That’s why I volunteer at LAX, to help the people who are
really destitute.”
This passion can also be seen in George’s work at the
Little League, where he has many fond memories of players,
parents, and other volunteers. One of his greatest memories is
that of the 1994 season, when Northridge made it all the way
to the Little League World Series before losing to Venezuela.
“I followed them all the way to Williamsport, [Pennsylvania],”
said George with a proud grin. “I was behind them the whole
way.”
George Hall began his volunteer work at Northridge Little
League in 1967 as a coach, where he had the honor of managing
players who went on to have successful careers in baseball. One
such player was Jim Dorsey, who went on to be a major league
pitcher from 1980-1985. One would assume that Dorsey must
have been the best player in the Little League at the time, but
George asserts that that is not the case. “He didn’t even make
the all-star team,” George said with a slight chuckle. “But in
college he really worked to improve his game.”
Beginning his 40th year at the Little League, George Hall
has witnessed changes to the rules of the game and to the park
itself. “Everyone on the team has to bat now,” said George,
“when before, it was the coach’s decision who bats.” George
is also saddened by the declining number of volunteers that
the Little League has had throughout the years. “There are a
lot less volunteers now,” said George. “It’s a lot harder to get
people to donate their time than it has been in the past.”
In 1978, Northridge Little League renamed its fields the
“George W. Hall Fields” in honor of George’s service. George
himself, however, is very modest about the whole ordeal.
“They didn’t have to do that, that’s not why I volunteer,” said
George. “But it still was a great honor.”
For 40 years, George Hall has been a familiar face at
Northridge Little League, much to the pleasure of everyone
who has ever known him. “I have a lot of contact with the
players and the parents,” said George. “I know lots of people
that played there years ago, and now they’re bringing their
kids.”
And why has George dedicated so much of his time
and energy to helping Northridge Little League? “It’s a nice
atmosphere, and you’re doing something for the community.”
And the community is very grateful, George.

MAIL BOX
RENTAL
COMPARE & SAVE
$40 (Minimum 3 Months)
$70 (Minimum 6 Months)
$125 (Minimum 12 Months)
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
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U.P.S., FedEx,
& DHL

$2.00 OFF
Per Package, No Limit

One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer. Exp. 2/28/07
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Get Heart Healthy!

Wednesday, February 7th, 7 – 8 pm • free event
Whole Foods Market Porter Ranch, Tampa & Rinaldi
Join us for a heart healthy lecture given by the Porter Ranch Medical Center Team. Learn how to feel youthful at any
age. Free gift to all in attendance! Space is limited — please call 818-363-2680 to reserve your spot, or sign up at
our Customer Service Booth.

Valentine’s Day
Take-Out for 2! $39.99 each
Why go out when you can have take out? Cuddle up with someone special this
Valentine’s Day and share this delicious Chinese feast. Each meal includes: Chili
Roasted Duck for 2 • Spicy Udon Noodles Buddha’s Feast (a classic Asian vegetable medley) • 2 egg rolls with dipping sauce • 2 almond cookies • a bottle of
Kumquat DRY Soda and a split of Choya Plum Wine to mix your own Valentine’s
sparkler. We’ll leave the movie rental up to you…..

$5.00 off
your next purchase of $25 or more!

Offer valid at Whole Foods Market Porter Ranch location only. No copies
accepted. One coupon per customer per purchase. Expires 2/28/07.
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Whole Foods Market Porter Ranch
19340 Rinaldi St, Northridge, CA 91326
818.363.3933 • Store Hours: 8 am – 10 pm

(888) SHOP-WFM • www.wholefoodsmarket.com
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Valley Voice Movie Reviews
Arthur and the Invisibles
IT’S THE LITTLE MOVIE THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE
by Marian Rudnyk, Valley Voice Film Reviewer

W

e’ve all felt
it during our
childhood.
Remember?
That
innocent childhood
Disneyesque desire
to imagine being
propelled
into
a
magical Oz-like world
where we can meet
fairy tale creatures and
become a hero? It is in
this sense, especially,
that “Arthur and the
Invisibles” (rated PG,
for fantasy action
and brief suggestive material) truly succeeds. It is
a sweet, yet at the same time wonderfully wild ride
into a Lilliputian world in the garden of Arthur’s
grandmother’s country garden. This is the world of the
Minimoys (based on the best-selling children’s book).
Arthur, a young boy, has been left at his
grandparent’s countryside house for the summer while
his parents seek employment in the adult world of
1960. With his parents unable to be with him there on
his tenth birthday, his grandmother, played with relish
by the elegant and gracefully aged Mia Farrow softens
the blow to our soon-to-be-hero by filling his head
with tales of his missing grandfather’s adventures in
Africa and the magical tribes people that he encounters
there.
Enter the real-world villains: contractors who
want to foreclose on his grandmother’s land and

bulldoze it in order to build a new development,
thus threatening to destroy the miniature fantasy
world hidden invisibly from the humans within its
gardens.
The grandfather was lost three years ago on
a quest to find rubies he had hidden within this
garden, and now it is up to young Arthur to save
the day by finding these rubies (and hopefully his
grandfather too).
Director Luc Besson (“La Femme Nikita,”
“The Fifth Element”) outdoes himself in creating a
movie that is filled with plenty of action to satisfy
video-game addicted youth, yet sweet enough to
entice young fantasy romantics. It is also filled
with clever background banter (listen closely for
such adult background jibes as “…chicks dig the
hair…”) for adults to enjoy. The soft, but still clever,
plot weaves real life sequences with CGI-created
fantasy ones.
The CGI itself is a feast for the eye. It is a nonPixar-styled computer-generated look mixed with a
semi-realistic puppet-animation look in a style all
it’s own.
The voice work, as well, is excellent.
Madonna plays the fairy princess with just enough
rebelliousness balanced by feminine softness that
we can’t help but fall in love with this sprite. On the
other hand, David Bowie plays the fantasy world’s
misunderstood villain with such sophisticated evil
zeal, that he makes “M” (they it’s bad luck to say
his full name!) irresistible.
Additionally, the animators of BUF Animation
do a brilliant job of making their creations “act”.

Look also for the exceptional voice work of such
real-life stars as Emilio Estevez, Robert De Niro, and
even Snoop Dog.
Finally, “Arthur and the Invisibles” theme that
“It‘s the little things that make the difference” is a
moral well learned again, and simply, but brilliantly,
told. There are nods to Shakespeare, Arthurian
legend (a sword in a stone), along with a dash of Star
Wars and Lord of the Rings. It makes the 10 year old

The voice work, as well, is excellent.
Madonna plays the fairy princess
with just enough rebelliousness
balanced by feminine softness that
we can’t help but fall in love with
this sprite.
hiding inside all of us believe once more, that we can
indeed make a difference in this, or any world.
Sure to be a hit when it comes out on DVD, but
why wait? This movie is so much more fun on the big
screen. Great for all ages, so grab the family, don’t
forget your “child-at-heart”, and enjoy!
(“Arthur and the Invisibles”, rated PG,103
minutes, opened January 12th citywide. Check your
local listings for show times)

Alpha Dog
by Kelsey Zukowski, Valley Voice Film Reviewer

Starring: Emile Hirsch, Justin Timberlake,
Ben Foster, Bruce Willis
Written & Directed By: Nick Cassavetes

I went in to this movie curious
of Justin Timberlake’s screen
presence. Surprisingly enough,
he was tolerable in Alpha Dog.

S

et in the late 90’s, Alpha Dog is a crime drama based
on true events. Johnny Truelove (Hirsch) is a very
wealthy, intimidating drug dealer. Jake (Foster) learns
quickly why it’s not a good idea to get on Johnny’s bad side.
Johnny and Jake are former close friends gone awry. Jake
let Johnny down on a drug deal gone bad and owes him
money that he simply doesn’t have. A feud forms between
two of them and Johnny kidnaps Jake’s 15-year old brother,
Zack. Johnny starts to actually think things through for the
first time. Johnny calls his lawyer and even in the best-case
scenario he will still spend his life in jail. Unfortunately, he
starts to think that the best way out would be to kill Zack.
These weren’t the intentions from the get go and Johnny’s
crew didn‘t expect anyone to call their bluff.

Alpha Dog is confused whether
it wants to be Ocean’s Eleven or
Running Scared.
During the kidnapping the guys show Zack a good time,
as he is constantly drinking, smoking, and even has sex for
his first time. All of the girls at the parties are flirtatious and attached to him.
He almost didn’t want to return home, especially since he felt like he was a true
friend to the people he was with. This only lasted so long, though, as things take
an unfortunate turn for the worse.
Alpha Dog covers some heavy material, but the script doesn’t reflect it well at
all. It skims over the surface a little, but it doesn’t go in to the story nearly enough.
I think that was a major mistake especially since this was based on a story that
made national headlines. The filmmaker owed it to those who were involved in
this event to show the pain behind it. The movie was close to the strict story lines
January, 2007

of what happened, but it misses something. It
doesn’t flow right because it doesn’t know how
to show the contrasts between heavy material
and light entertainment.
Alpha Dog is confused whether it wants to
be Ocean’s Eleven or Running Scared. Some of
the best movies use several genres and it works.
Alpha Dog’s potential is what made it decent but
trying to combine the two didn’t work here, it
was merely uneven.
Alpha Dog’s strength is its good story that
unfortunately clashed with the lack of raw
realism; the less than stellar script and the
senseless overacting. The character of Jake
showcases this best with Ben Foster’s “over-thetop” performance of the supposed crazy drug
abuser. The performance became distracting and
hurt the film.
I went in to this movie curious of Justin
Timberlake’s screen presence. Surprisingly
enough, he was tolerable in Alpha Dog. There were a few unauthentic moments
and at time it feels The Mickey Mouse Club would be a better fit than the posse
in Alpha Dog. There are actors with much more chops that would have been
ideal for the part. This film leaves you with an empty feeling.
I know this sounds like a negative review but it truly isn’t. This dog
shouldn’t be put to sleep, just better trained. This film should be seen and I don’t
want to discourage anyone from viewing it. I just don’t want anyone going in
expecting a suspenseful, intense crime drama. Be aware of what you are in store
for, a light and ironically laid-back average movie.
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Shopping in the Valley - “Surviving” Costco!
by Gerry Ringwald, Valley Voice Contributor

Y

our mission, if you choose to accept it, is to
secure the fortress parameter, infiltrate the
booby-trapped tarmac, subdue the guards,
capture the objective and return to home base
unscathed. Unscathed? That’s a pretty tall task,
if you ask me. The intended target is fraught with
danger and hidden evil enemy combatants who will
stop at nothing to keep you from accomplishing
your mission…getting out of Costco alive!
Yes, Costco. Or Wal-Mart, Target, shopping
plazas, mini-malls, maxi-malls, mega-malls and
all other buying bargain bonanza locales, where

This laser-like shopping tunnelvision tends to blind these
individuals to other humans
lurking in their immediate
vicinity.
large numbers of spaciously-challenged people
congregate in one location – usually the size of a
football stadium – for the expressed purpose of
picking up bargains galore, which then can only be
transported to their car via a forklift.
Valley residents love to ferret out great
shopping deals. They also tend to be very single-

minded. This laser-like shopping tunnel-vision tends
to blind these individuals to other humans lurking in
their immediate vicinity. And I’m talking, like, real
immediate – as in less than three inches away.
Many people in the Valley shop like they
drive – badly. They don’t stay in their shopping
cart lane. They plow through intersections without
looking. They stop and stare aimlessly into vast
sea of nothingness for no reason, especially when
you’re right behind them. They yap on their cell
phones, letting everyone in a three-mile radius
know about how badly their bursitis hurts or their
latest yeast infection, instead of paying attention
to where they are going. They look the opposite
way of oncoming traffic, then get plowed when they
fatally and mistakenly stick their carts’ noses too far
out. It’s like watching an accident at an air show.
And this is not counting all the people blasting their
MP3, CD or iPod units into the vast emptiness of
their uncurious craniums or who are simply in their
normal, everyday zone of obliviousness to their
fellow humans.
While I was too young to be drafted into
Vietnam and too old to go to Iraq (which I refer
to as “The Perfect Storm”), I sometimes think that
making it to the cashier after surviving the plethora
of deadly offensive attacks by the thundering hordes
of the directionally-challenged and the I-only-buyin-bulk consumers, is somehow akin to surviving
D-Day.

Incompetency,
It’s Like 1-2-3
by Rochelle Linick, Valley Voice Contributor

T

oday was a triple threat. I encountered
three examples of incompetency in
under three hours. It was positively
frightening.
I went to the intimate apparel department
of a well-known, national department store and
selected six bras to try on. Then I went in search
of a dressing room. Finding none I approached
the woman standing at the check out counter
and asked where the ladies dressing rooms were
located. She advised me there were none on that
floor. She suggested I use the women’s room, or
the toddler’s dressing room.
Can you honestly imagine selecting
numerous undergarments: carrying them down
the escalator or in the elevator to the next floor;
trying them on; discovering you have the wrong
sizes; getting dressed; going back up the escalator
or elevator to return the wrong sizes; selecting
new sizes; going back down the escalator or
elevator to try again; etc., etc., etc.
Obviously the decision to eliminate
a dressing room from the intimate apparel
department was made by a man. A man who isn’t
married. A man who doesn’t love his mother.
A man who cannot begin to comprehend the
dedication and endurance required in finding the
perfect bra.
Incompetency number two: I went to the
store where I purchased my computer printer
to buy some ink cartridges for it. This is a
prominent Southern California chain store which

Send Us Your

specializes in electronics. When searching for
the specific cartridges I needed, I was totally
frustrated because the store affixed the price
labels on to the packages directly over the list
of printers the cartridge was made for.
I found a clerk and pointed this idiotic
fact out to her. She agreed it was stupid and
helped me look. We found a narrow black
cartridge. When I asked her where the wide
black cartridges were located, she informed me
they don’t carry them and suggested I try a local
office supply store.
How could they not carry them? This is
where I bought the printer. There are five ink
cartridges in my printer. If one is empty the
printer doesn’t print. The store carries four out
of the five cartridges. Why not the fifth?
Incompetency number three: I received
a voice mail message informing me that the
doctor I specifically made an appointment to see
that afternoon did not work in the afternoons.
The woman at the appointment desk when I
called did not know that. Duh.
To add insult to injury I must tell you of
one more incompetency. Whenever I type the
word incompetency on this computer it gets
underlined in red. This means it is misspelled.
I looked it up in my trusty little American
Heritage Dictionary paper back edition I keep
next to my keyboard. It is not spelled wrong.
Perhaps I need to spend the rest of today
in bed.

And while we’re at it, why is there no express
line at Costco? Every other damn store has one.
Why doesn’t Costco have a lane for people who are
buying less than 500 items? Seriously, I’ll usually
just buy a Three Stooges DVD and a twenty pound
back of Ruffles potato chips (it’s the smallest size
they have) and the couple in front of me has two full

Many people in the Valley
shop like they drive – badly.
carts with enough food and non-perishable items to
open a soup kitchen.
But I digress. What can be done about this
madness? Well, it would be too cost-prohibitive to
corral all the usual suspects and send them Florida,
where they belong. So I have a more practical
solution. I say let’s use the mega-malls of America
as training camps for our brave men and women
in uniform. Heck, they’ll be battle-ready three
times faster than conventional “An Officer and a
Gentleman”-type methods.
I sent my brilliant suggestion to the Pentagon
for consideration two weeks ago. Today I received
an e-mail confirming that “Operation Costco” will
be put in effect as soon as they can find anyone in
America who still wants to enlist.

Poetry
TOUCHED
Our pinkies reached out and touched,
Like in a vision from the Sistine Chapel.
I was touched by my wife.
She was touched by me.
Both our psyches were touched.
We were touched by each other’s caring.
That’s what made it touching, made it real.
by Norman Molesko

MAKING A PAIR
Today I am so happy, I can sigh,
Thinking of the good things we have,
My lady and I.
So many thoughts I can itemize,
About our wonderful life together,
My lady and I.
So many good feelings I can specify,
About our relationship together,
My lady and I.
My lady-fair is the apple of my eye,
She is my lady, I am her guy.
Together we are partners.
Collectively we make a pair.
And a pair we are.
This viewpoint we both share.
I am blessed to have my lady
As my friend and wife.
She has given much to me,
Adding much to my life.
by Norman Molesko

News ‘n Views

Whether Little League, Church, Temple, School, Council, etc., and have news of
interest to our readers in Northridge, Porter Ranch, Chatsworth or Granada Hills,
we welcome submissions to your community newspaper.

Please send photos and news to: yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com
January, 2007
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The Valley & L.A. in Cartoons
The County

NEWS Briefs
Get Heart Healthy
Our readers are invited to a free lecture, presented by the Porter
Ranch Medical Center team, on Wednesday, Feb. 7, 7-8 p.m., at the
Whole Foods Market, Rinaldi and Tampa.
Space is limited for “learning how to feel youthful at any age,”
and reservations at 818-363-2680 are recommended. Sign ups may be
made at the Customer Service Booth.
Look for ad and special discount coupon on page 7.
Free gifts will be distributed to all attending. Phone now!

Over $2,000 Donated
To Beckford School
Whole Foods Market, Porter Ranch presented Beckford Avenue
Elementary School PTA with a check for $2065.35 recently.
The donation is the result of a 5% Day at Whole Foods Market
on January 10th. On that day, 5% of the store’s net sales were donated
to the PTA, with the proceeds going to support the school’s Physical
Education and Computer Lab Programs.
“We want the community where we live and work to know that
we are here to support and lend a hand whenever needed,” said Stephen
Schenck, Whole Foods Market, Porter Ranch.

The City

Major Improvements Slated
At Northridge Little League Park

The Airport

Major improvements to Northridge City Little League’s fields
and other facilities have been announced by its board of directors.
Its featured field #5, will have a total makeover – laser leveling of
its infield, a new irrigation system, and re-seeding throughout. Weather
permitting, the field should be ready by March, when the Spring season
begins.
A complete remodeling of bathrooms, including new toilet
fixtures, lighting, and a bright interior should be complete by fall.
Other improvements include reconstruction of the batting cages
on fields 1 and 2, and new netting, with both bullpens being converted
to combination pens and batting cages.
New bat racks are being rebuilt on fields 1 and 2, raising them on
cement blocks to protect against rain.
Also, field #5 will get its batting cages refitted beyond the right
field fence with all new netting, and the roof of the cages being raised
by 12 feet.
Finally, the T-ball dugout roofs, field 7, have been replaced. All
of the work should be completed before the end of year, according to
George Frangie, league information officer.
Much of the work is being done by league volunteers, Frangie
said.

News Item: Infant put through x-ray unnoticed
at LAX. Both grandma, baby, and government
doing fine.

Valley Now Protected
By Anti-Noise Rules

by Eric Radomski,
2007 Valley Voice

In an effort to curb excessive noise and other nuisances
caused by construction sites, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa and City
Councilmember Jack Weiss announced the implementation of the
Good Neighbor Initiative.
Under the new initiative, builders here in the Valley and the rest
of L.A. are required to publicly display a construction notice that will
help with the enforcement of work hours, anti-noise practices, and
other rules that apply at that job site to minimize the disruption that
construction causes in residential areas.
The new initiative helps with enforcement of laws which include
(among others):
• Minimizing construction noise
• Avoiding street closures during peak traffic hours
• Parking construction vehicles on site rather than
on neighborhood streets
• Ensuring safe pedestrian access
• Promptly cleaning up sidewalks and concrete spills and other
debris
• Avoiding interfering with trash pickups

January, 2007
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A Woman’s View On Safety in L.A.
by Lois Lee, Valley Voice Contributor

W

by Eric Radomski 2007, Valley Voice

hatever happened to the days when
you could walk to the supermarket or
enjoy a walk in the park? What about
walking into public restrooms at the beach or even
in bathrooms from your corporate building? Why
is it that women always have to worry about these
things that men hardly ever have to think about?
Do you really see men being “scared” to walk to
their cars in the parking structure? Do you ever
see men worrying about walking on the street at

night? The darkness in the streets while walking
has little to do with the likeliness of being attacked
nowadays, because people are being attacked during
the day! Women are being assaulted in the park in
broad daylight. Women are being attacked in the
public restrooms.
Women are being kidnapped while walking
on the street in the middle of the day! What is safe
anymore? Where is safe? Who is safe? I’m not
trying to say that nothing happens to men. I don’t
want to generalize by saying that all attackers are
men. I am merely stating the truth in these kinds
of cases because the vast majority of the attacks
happen to women.
The kinds of attacks are not just horrible
murders and rapes. More now than ever, there seems
to be a new kind of deviant behavior that assaults
and violates women. There have been cases where a
man would expose himself to various women at the
park or other public areas. There were cases where
a man would run up to a woman and ‘pants’ her!
How absurd is that?! Other more horrible situations
were women being attacked and brutally violated at
public restrooms; women being assaulted in their
own homes by young males in their early twenties.
When did the world go so crazy?! These kinds of
stories are so prevalent now that I can’t seem to
watch a day of news without hearing some sort of
attack on women.
It is a sad notion to think how I have to
worry about my safety just to take a walk around

my neighborhood or to get something out of my
car. I even wonder if someone is going to jump
out at me and grab me while I walk to the parking
lot from work. And these are not the typical, scary
neighborhoods and a lot of the crimes against women
don’t happen in these “scary” neighborhoods. They
happen in an area just like yours. That’s what’s so
scary about this.
Having said all this, what can one do? I
didn’t go on talking about this just so you can get
angry – although I would like you to because it
should be something to get mad about. It is not a
peaceful world and we are becoming more and more
limited. So what can one do? Sadly, there isn’t
much. We can hope to raise an awareness so that
either someone feels they can protect themselves
a little better, or someone understanding what a
woman goes through and realizes the vast difference
between men and women in their struggles.
We can’t change or fix the problem
immediately. But we can start by learning about
the environment we live in and learning how that
affects people and yourself. Everything can start
and become better if you start within yourself. So
what I want to say to you, especially the ladies, is
please, love yourself and protect yourself. If you feel
uncomfortable about a situation or a surrounding,
don’t listen to your head, listen to your gut and
remove yourself. It is better to be safe than sorry.
You are the most important person in your life. Be
good to yourself.

A “Mule’s” Red Flags

A Woman, Traveling Alone
From North Africa to Italy
by Margaret Coughlin, Valley Voice Travel Editor

W

e worldly travelers enjoy our superiority,
don’t we? Of course, we know all about
rules and security and the like. But let
me confess to you about my one-time imminent
downfall.
What an Italian adventure I had been on: six
weeks, most of the time traveling solo, practicing
my limited Italian. Milan, Italy was the final stop
and it was time to return to California. I patted the
fully loaded, zipped suitcase sitting squarely on top
of the bed. When I shifted it to tip onto the floor;
the darn thing hardly moved. Deciding it was too
heavy for this senior person, I unzipped the sides to
repack.
I opened it and muttered, “I suppose there’s
stuff in here I don’t think I’ll need.” I pulled out
catalogs, brochures, postcards, two tissue-wrapped
gifts, souvenir train ticket stubs, airline boarding
passes, hotel receipts. Each one brought memories
of the wonders of Italy and exotic Tunisia. I threw
caution to the winds: into the wastebasket went
everything, including items from my backpack.
Enjoying a last chance to practice my Italian
skills, I asked the taxi driver to take me to the train
station where I would board the airport bus. With
my final land view of Italy I felt sadness. “No more
excitement. Only a dull plane ride home.”
In the terminal I located the row of agents
from my airline. In front of their stations, I saw two
podiums with a bilingual sign, “Have your passport
ready.” “Evidently,” I thought, “it’s Emigration
before checking in.” I entered one line and after
a short wait, it was my turn before the woman
representative.
“Madam, may I see your passport?” Her English
was clear and I handed it to her. She scrutinized
entry and exit stamps on each sheet. Then she
turned back to one particular page.
Holding it open, she asked, “Madam, are you
traveling with a companion?”
“No. I am by myself.”
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She frowned, carried it over to another attendant,
and the two held council.
Returning, she placed my passport on the
podium and asked which was my luggage. I pointed
to my bag and backpack at my feet.
“Madam, your passport shows you spent some
time in Tunisia. How long were you in Tunisia?
And when you left Tunis, where did you go?”
“I was with a group tour for seven days. I came
straight here, to Milan. Well, no, not straight; I
changed in Rome.”
“By train to Milan from Rome?”
“No, Alitalia.”

I just stood there, uncomfortably
aware of the other travelers,
smiling and chatting, exiting
through that doorway which, at
this point, spelled “Freedom.”
“Do you have the name of the tour company?”
I wondered where this was going. I gave the
company’s title. The attendant continued, “Do you
have any proof? Or your airline baggage claim
ticket flying from Tunis to Rome?”
As I started to look in my backpack, I
remembered: All that paper in the trash. What had
I done? Now what?
I shook my head.
I explained, “I cleaned everything out before
coming here to the airport.” Her expression said
she didn’t buy that excuse.
“How long were you here in Milan? Any hotel
receipt?”
I shook my head again but replied “Five days.”
Now I began to worry.
“We would like to check your luggage. May
we?”
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I produced the key. The agent excused herself
politely, gestured to an airline official standing
nearby. They talked and talked. I just stood there,
uncomfortably aware of the other travelers, smiling
and chatting, exiting through that doorway which,
at this point, spelled “Freedom.”
“Is this what refugees feel? Challenged? Not
guilty but someone thinks they are?” I watched
the official, a middle-aged man in a dark blue suit,
approach. He did not glance at my baggage. But
dark eyes bored into my own blue.
“Madam, we should explain.” His English had
that wonderful, male Italian accent that previously
had enchanted me. Now, I was too nervous to
care.
“Yes, please do.” I interrupted, “Why am I
being questioned?”
He said that my traveling alone from North
Africa waved a red flag. “Much of the drugs in
Europe come in by couriers from countries south of
Italy. Couriers are older persons, especially women
traveling alone.”
His eyebrows rose, showing an awareness that
I, too, traveled alone. “Some of them are hired but
a few are ignorant of what’s going on. Smugglers
sneak drugs into their luggage and at an opportune
time, retrieve it. The women don’t know about it.
We call these unfortunate people ‘mules.’”
He gave a half-smile which softened his
expression. “We trust that you yourself will always
be careful. Thank you for your patience.”
I knew he was only doing the right thing. I
nodded. He bowed slightly and departed. The
attendant completed the procedure. After checking
in, I, at last, exited through that beckoning door.
So, I could have been a “mule?” Been called
worse. My relief and surprise caused me to giggle.
“And I thought all the excitement of my travels had
ended.”
And my cautionary advice? Think before
throwing out what appears to be junk!
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Living In & Specializing In
818-349-3444
The North Valley! Steve
Teri 818-349-4040
For Great Results...
List your home with

Steve & Teri Goldbaum
The Gold Team
www.GranadaHillsHomesForSale.com

11920 WoodRanch Rd.

$1,149,000

www.NorthridgeHomesForSale.com

10401 Jellico Ave.

$839,500

www.ChatsworthHomesForSale.com

17150 Bircher St.

$779,000

Prestigious Greyhawk Estates. 4 bdrm (bonus rm upstairs
could be 5th bdrm), 3,379 sq. ft., study/library, formal

Fantastic 5 bdrm, 2.75 bath home, 3,180 sq. ft., large step
down living room w/ fireplace, formal dining room, huge

Custom elegance: No expense spared, 5 bdrm, 2.75 baths,
2,126 sq. ft., kitchen w/ Viking appliances, granite counters,

dining room, open large kitchen w/ center island, 3 car

family room w/ wet bar, resort-like backyard w/ pool & spa,

new flooring is granite & maple, remodeled baths w/ gran-

garage, fireplaces in living room, family room, & master
bedroom. Awesome family home in great neighborhood.

basketball court. Large master bedroom w/ bath & spa tub.
Great for entertaining.

ite, 1 separate bdrm & bath upstairs, tropical backyard with
waterfall, custom lighting & more...

11633 Balboa Blvd.
$609,999
Beautifully remodeled family home with 4 bdrm, 2.75 bath,

17301 Bircher St.

5812 Cedros
Huge Price Reduction
Seller must sell. Remodeled beautifully, 3 bdrm, 1.75 bath,

1,624 sq. ft., huge family room, living room w/ brick frplce,
gorgeous brick flooring, new windows, open kitchen w/
breakfast bar, double oven & bay window, master bedroom
w/ private bath, large backyard with RV parking.

$989,500

Gorgeous home, 3 bed, 2.5 bath, 2,938 sq. ft., large family
rm w/ wet bar & frplce, elegant living rm & formal dining w/
large open windows to private backyard, kitchen w/ granite
counters, marble flooring, master suite w/ walk-in closets and
frplce & master bath with frplce & spa tub.

1,177 sq. ft., new kitchen w/ granite counters, new cabinets,
hardwood floors, remodeled baths, new windows, newer
roof, copper plumbing, large open backyard.

Congratulations to steve & teri goldbaum for being the
#1 produCers in the their offiCe for 3 years running!
2005 & 2006 sales by the gold team

Land - Chatsworth

$229,000

Lake Manor & Notre Dame - across from
Chatsworth lake market, commercial
property in a prime location.

14146 Hartsook
17000 Flanders
21503 Carol Sue
15610 Crestview Lane #62
4531 Van Nuys Blvd.
18734 Devonshire Street
1015 W. Orange Grove
16430 Tupper
19441 Hiawatha
20029 Merridy Street
9939 Gaynor Avenue
15852 Mayall Street
17251 Mayerling Street
19355 Sherman Way, Unit 21
21 Baldwin Road
17843 Minnehaha Street
16600 Los Alimos Street
16728 Tribune Street
11521 Balboa Blvd.
3611 Grand View Blvd.
85 Mahogany Lane
145 Healy Trail
17161 Bircher Street
16716 Los Alimos

20950 Oxnard Street, Unit 52
17184 Armstead Street
16814 Tribune Street
23036 Windom Street
18528 Mayall Street
9887 Cove Lane
21234 Winterset Drive
7826 Topanga Canyon Blvd.
19619 Vose Street
18307 Burbank Blvd., Unit 120
473 Algonquin Drive
11910 Paso Robles
7800 Topanga Canyon Blvd.
18350 Hatteras Street
1220 Yale Street, Unit 4
20902 Avenue San Luis
16430 Tupper Street
19523 Vanowen Street
10222 Norwich Avenue
5175 Knollwood Way
1448 Winchester Avenue
10045 Shoup Avenue
7238 Claire Avenue
11810 Babbitt Avenue

17614 Lahey Street
11528 Balboa Boulevard
10348 Lurline Avenue
11726 Kinzie Street, Unit 27
9723 Rathburn
10724 Genesta Avenue
11711 Babbitt Avenue
22727 Berdon Street
17956 Tribune Place
10316 Hillview Avenue
9862 Haskell Avenue
27064 Crossglade, Unit 5
13765 Marchant Avenue
17238 Rinaldi Street
19433 Crystal Ridge Lane
11553 Balboa Boulevard
8951 Swinton Avenue
16826 Tribune Street
12111 Elnora Place
17314 Halsey Street
16718 Kalisher Street
12111 White Oak Avenue
16822 Ligget Street

For a Free Home Evaluation call The Gold Team - Steve & Teri Goldbaum 818-349-3444

